DRAW A SCIENTIST CHECKLIST

Please put an X next to any of the words that are true about the scientist you are evaluating.

[ ] friendly [ ] scary [ ] can't tell
[ ] long-haired [ ] short-haired [ ] wild-haired [ ] bald
[ ] male [ ] female [ ] can't tell
[ ] wearing a lab coat [ ] wearing regular clothes [ ] wearing unusual clothes
[ ] indoors [ ] outdoors [ ] can't tell
[ ] has something in coat pocket [ ] wearing a tie [ ] wearing glasses
[ ] using test tubes [ ] near a computer [ ] using charts
[ ] near a chalkboard or easel board [ ] with plants [ ] with animals
[ ] with something that could explode [ ] with a Frankenstein type creation
[ ] using numbers [ ] using machinery [ ] with other people
[ ] “mad” written on drawing [ ] “weird” written on drawing [ ] any other words:

What do you think the person who drew this picture is saying about scientists?